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INTRODUCTION

The power transition theory was introduced in 1958 (Organski 1958)' and

30 ylars seems an appropriate period for an initial evaluation of the

scientific worth and staying power of a new idea. In such an evaluation, one

can use the Lakatos criteria:

A scientific theory T is fatsified if and only if another theory T' has been

proposed with the following characteristics: (1) T'has excess empirical content

over T: that is, it predicts nouel facrs, that is, facts improbable in the light of or

even forbidden, by T; (2) T' explains the previous success of T, that is, all the

unrefuted content of T is included (within the limits of observable error) in the

content of T'; and (3) some of the excess content of T' is corroborated. [Lakatos
1978,321

ln such an evaluation rwo sets of things must be asked. Has the new

construct, model, idea, or theory provided an explanation more powerful
and more parsimonious than what existed previously? Has this way of
looking at the problem proven more valid than the alternatives? One can

add questions to the ones already posed. Has the new idea influenced the

.re"tiott of other ideas and the undertaking of new work? Are such

extensions successful? It should be kept in mind that the set of ideas that has
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survived the test of time is a very biased sample. fhc number of good ideas

is very small, and among that set many are ignored for reasons other than
their intrinsic rnerit. An evaluation such as this is inevitably reserved for the
lucky few that become visible enough to warrant consideration. Yet, not all
is simply a matter of luck.

Clearly, a significant idea will have illurnined ncw ground. It will have

suggested what new materials should be dug up, whe re such materials are to
be found, and how the digging can best be done. Significant work makes one

of these contributions, excellent work makes two, and path-breaking work
makes all three. We know that scientific ideas that induce path-breaking
research cannot survive the test of time unchanged. The best, however, will
find a permanent niche in the theoretical development of a given discipline.
It is by such criteria that we will gauge the impact of the power transition
theory on the field of international politics.

THE PO\YERTRANSITION

The power transition rnodel described the international systcm in a sharply
different way that had becn previously conceivcd. Powcr transition reiected

three fundamental assumptions imbedded in the realist angle of vision about
world politics.

First, the international system had been conceived as a world governed

by few rules, a world in a state of partial or total anarchy. Power transition
sces the international order not as anarchical at all, but as hierarchically
organized in a manner similar to the domestic political system. Actors
accept their position in the international order and recognize influence
based on differences in the power distribution arnong nations. This funda-
mentally different assumption separates powcr transition from preceding
realist models.

Second, the pou'er transition conceived the rules governing the domes-

tic and international political system as fundamentally similar. Despite the

absence of an enforceable code of international law, there were no major
differences in the rules governing the domestic and international arena.

Nations, like political groups in the domestic system, were in c()rlstant

competition over scarce resources in the international ordcr'
Third, power transition conceived international cornpetition as driven

by the potential net gains that could be accrued from con{lict or coopera-
tion. The objective of nations was not, as the balance-of-powcr theory
argued (Morgenthau 1948), to maximize power; rather, the obiective was

to maximize net gains. Peaceful competition eusued when parties agreed
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that the net gains from conflict were inferior to the net benefits; conflict

emerged wheln the opposite was true (Claude 1962; Organski 1958; for a

current review of realism see Keohane 1986).

Armed with these few fundamental assumptions, power transrtton

pr"i;;e; dramatically different view of the workings of the international

order than alternate realist perspectives.

Hierarcby, Power, and the Stdtus Quo

To explore the power transition model, one can start with its perspective of

hierarchy in the international order. Ai the top of the hierarchical pyramid

is the dominant nation that, for most of its ienure, is the most powerful

nation in the international order. Today that nation is the United States, and

its predecessor was England (Kugler and Organski 7989; see also Gilpin

iitit; t<.ott"rre 1980). il.lo* ih. lo-inant nation are the great powers' As

it. ,t.-. implies, these are very powerful countries that cannot match one

;;";; the pf*.i of the dominant nation at a given point in time' but have

ih" pot.nti"l to do so at a future time' Among-them is to be found the

.u.nioal challenger of the international order' Below that grouP are the

;tCJ[ powers' Hrrther down still are the small power's, and at the b:11*
are colonies, which have today all but disappeared' Figure 7'1 provtdes a

sketch of this persPective.
Power transition maintained a strong connection with the realist

perspective on international politics by stressing. that power. 
" " i:t^tf?l

uu,i"ut. shaping the way in which the international order functions. Yet thrs

lr rrot " 
po*..t"*i-ir"tion model. Satisfaction with the way goods are

distributed in the international order is the second critical determinant of

how smoothly the international order operates' Degrees, of satisfaction as

well as po*., ".. 
critical determinants of peace and conflict' Great nations

th"t ,rrpport the international order "t. "ilitt 
of the dominant nation and

ft.ip J.i.t-ine how smoothly the system runs' Indeed' peace in the

international order is assured by the dominant nation with the support of

at. gr.", powers that are satisfied with the distribution of benefits and the

,,rl"I by *t i.t i, is run' For this reason, power transition conceives of

alliances as stable and reliable instruments created to support-the interna-

tional order that cannot be easily altered in the short run (for alternate

assumptions about alliances see Morgenthau 1948)'

Oi course, not all nations are sitisfied with the way the international

order functions and the leadership of the dominant nation. The elites of

some nations are dissatisfied because they do not believe they and their

societies are receiving their due from the international order. The number of
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FIGURET.I. Ilierarchicaldistributionof powerintheinternatiuralortlcr.Fnnn()rganski
(1968).

such countries may be large. Whenever the dissatisfied nations are weak,
however, they cannot (in isolation or by combining with each other) pose a

threat to the dominant nation and the coalition supporting the international
order. Only rarely-when the dissatisfied nation is also a great power that
has managed to catch up with the dominant nation-is the setting created
for challenges that lead to major conflict.

Challengers are those powerful and dissatislied great nations who have
grown in power after the imposition of the existing international order.
Their elites face circumstances where thc main benefits of the international
order have already been allocated. The conditions for conllict are present.
Peace is threatened when challengers seck to establish a new place for
themselves in the international order, a place to which they believe their
increasing power entitles them.

Note that, as illustrated in Figure 7.1, the conditions for a peaceful

international order are present when the dominant nation has a large power
advantage over any other single nation and most combinations of countries
dissatisfied with the status quo in the second tier. For this reason, during
periods of preponder"n.. th. international systcm is peaceful and stable.

To ensure the smooth running of the international order, however, it is very

important for the dominant nation to have the supPort of most grcat
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powers. As a rule, most great powers are satisfied with the way the

international order is run. Today, for instance, supporters of the United
States-led international order include Germany, Japan, England, France,

and ltaly. The Soviet Union and China are potential challengers, but they

are in direct competition with one another and, very importantly, are also

much weaker than the United States (Kugler and Organski 1989). India is
still a very weak country unable to challenge the great Powers. Clearly, even

if only Japan and the European countries suPport the United States' the

preponderance of resources--short of nuclear weapons-favoring the inter-
national order is massive (Kugler and Organski 1989). Thus, power

transition contends that the international order is, as it should be, stable, as

it has been since 1945 because of this massive Power preponderance in
support of the status quo.

Figure 7.1 indicites that instabiliry is likely only during periods of
relative pariry among potential comPetitors. As a dissatisfied great nation

approaches parity by growing in power more rapidly than the dominant
.,"iiotr, instibility increases and so does the probability of conflict. The

closure of the power gap engenders fear on the part of the leaders in the

dominant nation that the challenger will (1) surpass the dominant country'
(2) become increasingly unwilling to accept a subordinate position in the

international order, and (3) challenge the leadership and rules of the

international order. And this, in fact, is very likely what the challenger will
do. Thus, power transition argues that competition for dominance in the

international order is finally joined when the dissatisfied Parry anticiPates

greater benefits and privileges if a conflict is successfully waged than if the

current status quo is preserved. Concurrently, the dominant nation, recog-

nizing the realiry of the changing power relationship, prepares to resist such

change. World wars are rooted in such relatively rare conditions (Organski

1968,364-367).
Before we turn to the empirical tests of some of these propositions, it is

useful to contrast power transition with the alternative realist positions.

NOVEL PROPOSITIONS IN THE POWER TRANSITION

To understand how radical a break the power transition theory represents,

it will be helpful at this point to compare this view of the international order
with that of the balance-of-power theory. When the power transition
was 6rst presented, collective securiry was also a viable, alternate model

seeking to account for the connection between the distribution of power and

the presence of conflict or stability. Collective security, however, was always

175
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far more prescriptive than explanatory and has since lost ground (Carr
1945; Claude 1952; Organski and Kugler 1980). Balance of power, on the
other hand, despite very limited empirical scrutiny, was and remains the
most widely accepted explanation of the way international conflict and
stability emerge in the international order (Morgenthau 1948; Kissinger
1,964;Y/tkz 1979; Siverson and Sullivan 19tt3; Keohane 1986).

Balance of power, as the label implies, proposed that an equal
distribudon of power leads to peace and an imbalance brings about the
necessary conditions for war. Nations were expected to attack when they
were stron8er than an opponent. The reason balance-of-power theorists
reached this conchrsion is that in an anarchic international order all nations
wish to increase their absolute power, and the main way in which this could
be accomplished was by defeating others and imposing one's preferred
outcornes on the vanquished. Hence, instability would occur when one side
gained a power advantage.

The function of alliances was to prcserve parity of power among the
competing coalitions of great nations and providc the weaker states with
sanctuary. Under conditions of power equality a great nation could not
attack other great powers or their smaller allies and expect to obtain major
concessions through war at low absolute costs. A balance of power ensured
peace not because nations were satisfied with the status quG-none was-
but, rather, because war under conditions of power equality meant that the
absolute costs of war could be expected to be very high. In sum, balance of
power presented the international order as anarchic and intrinsically
competitive, a system in which individual nations seek to maximizc power
and were restrained from aggression because the opponents were just as

strong.
The balance-of-power perspective differs from thc power-transition

model in fundamental ways. Balance of power vicws thc power of states as

largely manipulable through coalitions. lndced, from the perspective of
balance of power, the power of nations remains roughly unchanged, and if
any such shifts do occur, they can be easily compensated for by restructur-
ing alliances. A state could marginally expand its powcr by increasing its
military strength, but a government could do very little to alter fun-
damentally and dramatically a nation's ability to impose its preferences on
the rest of the international order (Knorr 1955). Alliances become the key to
understanding conflict in the international order because they are the major
source of variations in power. This viewpoint resulted in a focus on
diplomats and diplomacy as the mechanism that could ensure the key values
of international politics: peace and security (Morgenthau 1948; Kissinger
1979).k should be noted that the view that domestic growth could only
marginally affect the intcrnational order is far more congrucnt with the
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preindustrial period than it is with the world today. Prior to industrializa-
tion there was little t\at national elites could do to enhance their power
other than to ally themselves with other stares.

From the viewpoint of power transition, on rhe orher hand, changes in
the international power structure were, in all significant respects, the result
of the domestic developmental process. Thus, the significant data for the
discussion of power relations were the shifts from primary to secondary to
tertiary production, variations in movement of fertiliry and mortaliry from
high to low rates, the increase in the abiliry of the political system to
mobilize resources, and differences in the social mobility of populations.
Maintaining the international order was conceived not as a global chess
game where the power of actors is relatively fixed and changes in alliances
are critical, but as adjustments to the dynamic changes induced by
differential growth rates across countries over time. Because of such
different conceptions of the international order, one should not be suiprised
that, as we will see, the prescriptions for preserving peace also differed
radically.

The balance-of-power and the power-transition models also differed in
rheir assumptions of the goals that nations pursue. Balance of power
assumes that the central goal is to maximize power and that all nations will
take advantage of preponderance to impose their will on others. Power
transition, as we have seen, recognized the existence of a power hierarchy
that provides structure for the international order and attributes peace ro
the power advantage of the dominant nation and the support for the
international order by the satisfied nations. It is common to think of the
differences we have discussed as simply different assessmenrs of the power
distributions required tbr stabiliry and conflict in the international system.
But they are more than that. The disagreement regarding the relationship
berween power distribution and the cause of maior war are merely a
reflection of the profound differences berween the balance-of-power and
power-transition theories regarding the willingness of national elites to
maximize absolute or ner gains. The logical implications of this funda-
mental difference will be discussed further when we assess the implications
of each theory for deterrence. Before we move on, however, a clarihcation is
in order.

The Potaer Transition and the Ouertaking Pattern

This review provides an occasion to address a popular misconceprion
regarding the dual role played by the notion of transition in the theory. The
transition is always taken to refer to the overtaking process where a
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challenger carches up with and passes the dominant nation. vhen the model

*", n.!, p..r.rr,.d the conception of the "transition" referred to the

domestic .h".rg., that take place when it moves from underdeveloped to

developed status. organski (1958) postulated that the transition process

*". .o|x.lpor.d of thre"e stages. An underdeveloped country is in the stage of

fo*.. pt*"tial: all of ti" po*.t that its government can derive from

modernization lies all in the future. As the country begins to develop,

economic changes are accompanied by profound social and demographic

changes that iricrease gteatly the pool of human and material resources

.*poi"d to governmental penetration and extraction' These are the sources

oi *"io. po*., ch"ng., ,h", a nation experiences as it passes through the

stage of the power transition' 'When a tottntty is fully developed it reaches

thJst"g. of io*e. maturiry and slows down in its overall Power growth' 
.

As nations move up f.L- ,tag" one' they leave behind the countries that

have not begun their dlvelopmenl. As new countries develop, they catch up

to those thai have developei earlier. The reason developed countries in the

stage of power maturity are caught by those undergoing the transition is

,t ui .nur,rr., developed nations hive already used up the power Potential to

U. g"lt.a tirrough'development. If a latecomer is very much larger and

groirr, ^, faster rates than the nations that developed earlier'- it will

i"n.uiubly overtake the nation that had developed earlier' It is the domestic

transition from stage to srage that leads in some cases to the overtaking of

on. gr.", powe, b! 
"rroth.-r 

in the international order, which sets up the

cond]tions'for major conflict. Thus, the overtaking proc,ess at the interna-

tional level is an exrernaliry of the dom..ti. transition. This conception has

left an important imprinr on the discipline, particularly in what has now

become known as hege-onic stabiliry theory in the new emphasis .on
political economy. Giipin (1981), for example, presents a .very.similar
pi.rnr" of the iniernationai ordei, suggesting that large nations in their

youth increase their power but slow down once they become a mature

it[;;";. Using olson's gollective goods perspective,- Keohane (1984)

"rit 
., th^, a ':hegemon" declines bicause of the burdcn imposed on it

by"the need to m"Intain the international order. \ilhile very distinct paths

"i" 
,rsed in these newer attempts to explain rate changes in the power

of competing nations, in rnany ways these models apPear to differ from

the core eleinents in the power-transition model only by nomenclature'

The "dominant nation" is a clear Precursor of the "hegemon"' the
.,international order" is the antecedeniof an "international regime," and'

perhaps most imPortantly, pariry in power. i-s-secn by both theories as the

.o.rdiiio., for -ajor .ottfli., loiganski and Kugler 1980)' At this point it

seems ProPer to turn to the empirical record. accumulated over the last 20

y."rr rig"iding power distributions and conflict'
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EMPIRICALEVALUATIONS

The lnitiation of Conflict

A fundamental and testable difference befween power transition and

balance of power concerns prediction about conflict over control of the

international order. Despite its influence, balance of power has been

exposed to a very limited number of empirical tests' and, with a few

exceptions, most of these have produced negative or contradictory results
(Feriis 1973; Midlarsky 1981, 1983; Singer er al. 1972; Siverson and

Sullivan 1983; Bueno de Mesquita 1981).
Empirical tests by Organski and Kugler (1980) show that the insights of

the power transition are far more likely to be valid (see also Thompson
1983a and Houweling and Siccama 1988). In Table 7'L, the analysis of
relations among great powers that comprises a small set of the possible

dyads over the last century and a half shows the power of this inference.

Table 7.1 makes two fundamental points. Preponderance by the

dominant power insures peace among great powers, while a balance of
power may lead to either conflict or peace. Clearly, the necessary but not
sufificient conditions for maior war emerge only in the rare instances when
power parity is accompanied by a challenger overtaking a dominant nation.
The odds of a war in this very reduced subset are 50 percent. No other

theoretical statement has, to our knowledge, reduced the number of cases to
such a small set, and no other is so parsimonious in its explanatory
requirements (for alternatives see Bueno de Mesquita 1981).

One should note that when power parity among major contenders is

TABLE 7.1
Great Powers, Power Distribution, and Maior Wa6 7860-1980'

Relative power distribution

Preponderance Parity no transition Parity and transition

Major war

179

No

Yes

4
(100%)

0
(o%)

6
(100%)

0
(0%)

5
(s0%)

5
(s0%)

Souncr: Organski and Kugler (1 980, 42-53, Tablc 1.7)

' N = 20, tau C = 0.50, significance = 0.01.
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present, war is avoided two thirds of the time. Major war, however, was
never waged in the past 100 years when the dominant power was
preponderant. Preponderance appears to provide the most stable condition
for the international order.

There are obvious drawbacks to the story presented in Table 7.L. First,
the number of major wars is so small that chance may have produced these

effects. Because the universe of cases is used for the 1870-1980 period,
however, such a question can only be answered as additional historical data
become available, particularly for the period of the Napoleonic wars. More
importantly, the power transition suggests that, during the rare periods

when a challenger overtakes the dominant nation, war will be waged only if
the potential challenger is dissatisfied. Tests of the theory thus far, however,
have not included explicit measures of satisfaction with the status quo. It is
perhaps easy to persuade oneself that Germany was a dissatisfied power
prior to the FrancePrussian War, World Var I, and World War II. But did
the United States support the status quo when it overtook England in the

1870s? Was Russia satisfied with the international order when it matched

England in power prior to World War I? It may well be that when
satisfaction with the status quo is operationally defined, a sufficient
explanation for major war will be approached. This may not be sufficient,
however, because extensions of power transition in the context of deter-

rence (reviewed later) and the current work on expected utility suggest that,
along with dissatisfaction, a separate concePt of risk may be required to
specify this model fully (Kugler andZagare 1987a; Bueno de Mesquita and

Lalman 1986).
Before turning to an empirical comparison of the implications of

balance of power and power transition, we wish to bring up why we think
such great differences in interpretation exist between the two models.

Tbe Likely Source of Disagreernent betueen Balance ctf
Power and Power T'ransition

One is puzzled by the question of how is it possible that scholars, those who
espouse the balance of power and those who favor the power transition, see

the international order as working so differently. One can only guess why
the differences arose. The "reasons" we advancc are linked to when each

model was elaborated. We think that the key to the different Perspectives
espoused by the backers of the balance-of-power and the power-transition
models is to be found in the moment when the two models originated.
Although the balance of power is an ancient idea that goes back to the

politics of the Italian city states, was revived and modernized by the British
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TABLE 7.2
Percenta^ge Dktribution of Gross National product among the Major pouters,
1870-1980a

Year
United
States Japan

United Russia./
Germany Kingdom USSR

1870
I 880
1890
1900
1913"
1925'
1938"
I 950
1960
7970
1980

79.6
26.1
28.2
30.5
35.0
42.5
35.3
s0.0
42.5
40.7
36.6

15.8
16.3
75.7
16.4
t7.o
12.2
15.0
7.1
9.2

11.6
17.2

19.3
17.5
19.3

17.8

1.4.3

12.6
71.7
10.6
8.5
6.3
5.4

19.8
t9.t
17.7
77.1
1.6.9

15.1

20.8
20.1
24.8
21.5
21.8

17.8
15.5
14.1

12.8

10.3
9.6
7.0
7.2
7.1

8.5
8.2

6.7
5.4
5.0
5.3
5.5
8.0
9.2
5.0
7.8

I 1.3

15.8

souncr: Data for 187G-1960 are based on various works by Angus Madison. Data for 1970-19g0
are from the world Bank woild Tables and National Foreign Assessmei t Center, Handbooh of Ecotomic
St4lktics 11979). For details on adjustments, see Kugler and Organski ( 1 9g9).

'These odd years are ured to avoid, as much as possible, the direcr effecrs of mobilization for'World
Wars I and II and the unusual global distonion inrroducid by the Great Depression.

foreign office at the end of the nineteenth century. Likewise, while the basis
for the power-overraking idea (with a good deal of imagination) can be
traced to the work of Thucydides (1959), Organski p.opoied the model in
its modern version in the 1950s. Table 7.2, a representation of the
productivity of great powers (which is used as a rough iur.og"t. for power)
in the previous century, can be used to illustrate the reason for the different
persPectives.

At the end of the nineteenth century, when the balance of power began
to be invoked, two things were true. Most of the European g.."t ponu-.rt
appeared to be very near to each other in power. Moreover, thise countries
were growing slowly and the overtaking of one by the other was very slow.
In short, if one looked at the structure of power at the end of the niniteenth
century' the distribution of power appeared in rough balance and the slope
of the trajectories that each country was traveling in its growth upp.r..d
almost parallel and flat. on the other hand, France and Eigrand *.i. u.ry
conscious of being ovefiaken by German growth because Germany had
passed France in the 1870s and England in the 1900s. Hence, it appeared as
if the balance of power's prescription-that the stronger powii was the
aggressor-seemed correct.

On the other hand, when the power transition model was first
formulated in the 1950s, the dominance of the united States was clear and
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the interval between the USSR, Japan, and all of the other European nations
was also very wide. The hierarchical nature of the international order was in
plain view. Moreover, the secular decline of England and France had also

become plain. Clearly, the emergence of the United States as the dominant
power was due to its fast and continued growth for several decades.

Likewise, the position of the Soviet Union as the potential challenger in the

system vqas rooted in the decade of the 1930s, during which fast growth
followed the collectivization, industrialization, and urbanization of that
country. Given these developments, there could be no question in the 1950s

that-aside from the Korean rWar-the international order appeared peace-

ful, secure, and clearly connected to U.S. dominance.
Thus, one explanation of the different views of the balance-of-power

and the power-transition perspectives on the international order was the

actual world state the authors observed at the time each theory was

promulgated. The empirical record, howevcr, can be used to assess the

overall validity and the generality of each proposition. We now turn to some

of these findings that allow us to evaluate the growth and assess the impact

that the power-transition model has had on other formulations.

EXPLORING IMPLICATIONS OF THE
POWER TRANSII'ION

TheTiming of War

Organski (1958) inirially argued that war would be waged as the challenger

approached power parity with the dominant nation. Tensions between the

two major contenders would mount as the dissatisfied challenger, growing
fastcr than the dominant nation, threatened to catch up and overtake the

dominant power. As each actor perceived that the powcr gap between them

was disappearing, conflict would be triggered by thc challenger who became

impatient and mounted its attack before it was as strong as the dominant
nation. This evaluation may have been influenced, in part, by the very vivid
outcomes of World'Wars I and II, which the challenger lost. Such outcomes

could bc understood if the challenger attacked before it had achieved parity
with the dominant nation and was, therefore, doomed to defeat, as

Germany learned painfully in l7orld Wars I and II.
Organski and Kugler's (1980) test suggested, however, that on this

point the original power-transition nrodel was incorrect. Their study shows

that the challenger did not attack before but only after it had surpassed the

The Power Transition: A Retrospectiue and Prospectiue Eualuation
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Tirno (yrors)

FIGURE 7.2, Ratio of power betueen the dominant and the challenging nation associated
with uar initiation. The challengers are listed first, dominant powers last. At a ratio of 1.00, tbe
eontenders are equal in power. From Organski and Kugler (1980, 59, Figure 1.2).

power of the dominant counrry. Their evidence prior to every major war
since 1870 can be clearly seen in FigtreT .2.

This finding is of major interest to rhe rransirion argument not only
because it relates the timing of war initiation ro a power overtaking but
because it implies a different relationship between satisfacrion, power, and
conflict than was originally postulated. Note that, contrary to original
expectations, in each case the conflict started after and not before the pariry
point. This unexpected outcome could be accounted for without any
respecification of the dynamics within the Power Transition in at least rwo
ways.

First, an explanation fully congruent with the original norion artribures
this inconsistency to a failure in the measure of national power. Thompson
(1983a) replicated the early results using a now-srandard measure of power
developed by Singer et al. (1972). Thompson's work confirms that pariry is
associated with war, but indicates that major conflicts started, as Organski
originally anricipated, prior to the overtaking. Indeed, Thompson argues
that when the power measures are adiusted for the performance ofthe
military and industrial componenrs, the timing of confliit conforms with the
expectations advanced in the original theory. Organski and Kugler (1980,
chap. 2)-as we show later-used an admittedly simple measuie of total
output in order to approximate power, which, as their own work later
shows, may distort the real relation between the main contenders. Their
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research on power measures now shows that incorporating a direct measure

of governmental capacity into the power equation permits an accurate

accounting of the outcome of major wars (Kugler and Domke 1987). That
work, however, fails to confirm Thompson's findings. Rather, the new
measures of power suggest even more definitely that the challenger was

stronger than the dominant nation prior to the initiation of major conflicts.
There is, again, not enough empirical evidence to settle this issue at this
point; there is, however, a second explanation consistent with the early

formulation of power transition that may explain why the more powerful
country lost the war.

power rransitron postulated that alliances were relatively stable and

that capabilities were known. In the original statement of the model,

however, the effects of allies on war outcomes may have been underesti-

mated. Recall that allies satisfied with the working of the international order

are expected to support the dominant nation. Organski and Kugler (L980)

.how ih"t major ailies remain true to their alliance in the maior wars under

scrutiny, and this finding is generalized by extensive evaluations of alliance

performance (Bueno de Mesquita 1981; Siverson and King 1980). Allies of
ihe dominant nation include, as we have seen, the grcat powers in the

international order. The weight of their power itnmediately after an

overtaking would be sufficient to overcome the marginal advantage that a

challenger held over the now slightly less powcrful but still dominant

nation. Thus, as Organski and Kugler (1980) suggest' the reason why the

dominant nation succeeds more often than not in mator conflicts can be

traced to the performance of allies. Despite the marginal inferiority of the

dominant nation in relarion to the challenger immediately after the over-

taking, if conflict is initiated the ultimate outcome tilts in the direction of the

dominant power because the great powers that arc satisfied with the

organization of the international order are able to hclp the dominant power

ou.r.o-. the challenger and its less powerful alliance (organski and Kugler

1980,53-51).
The inclusion of alliances allows power transition ro account for the

outcomc of war after the overtaking' It does not' however' explain why the

challenger fails to start the conflict prior to the transition point as originally
anticipited. The possible contradiction betwecn original exPectations and

empirical results led one of the authors to investigate thc internal consis-

tenty of power transition in the context of nuclear deterrence. From this

research a third and perhaps more sysrematic explanation for the timing of
conflict has emerged. Because this work exrends the original propositions of
power transitiol and links them to nuclear deterrcnce, let us discuss it in a

separate section.

Power Transition and Deterrence

Before we turn to the specific implications for the timing of conflict, it is
important to stress that the advent of nuclear weapons has altered the
notion of power in the international order. Few would disagree with the
original assessment of Bernard Brodie (1945) rhat nuclear *."pottr have so
increased the costs of conflict that war can no longer be simply thought as
the continuation ofpolicy by other means. Brodie (1945, 1959) then argued
that these massive costs made war unwinnable and unthinkable; given these
new conditions, he proposed the notion thar nuclear weapons could be
turned into instruments to frighten an aggressor from its course, and the
concept of nuclear deterrence was born.

As nuclear arsenals developed and relative parity of nuclear weapons
was attained among the main competitors, maximization of power
reemerged as a viable assumption and power pariry among the maior actors
was again associated with peace. Like balance of power did previously,
deterrence today, as exemplified by the strategy of mutual .s,r..d destruc-
tion (MAD), proposes that international stability is assured when nuclear
contenders are dissuaded from initiating a conflict because the absolute
costs of nuclear war are so high that the parries find them ,,unacceptable"

fiewis 1979; Hardin et al. 1985; Intriligator and Brito 1987). proponents of
MAD now argue that nuclear preponderance will lead to war beciuse when
one side gains a substantial advantage, it will impose its preferences by
threatening an opponent with nuclear devastation. Indeed, and somewhat
paradoxically, proponents of MAD now oppose the Strategic Defense
Initiative (SDI) because it would reimpose nuclear preponderanie, which is
precisely the condition that Brodie addressed.

In sharp contrast with classical deterrence, power transition suggesrs
that the calculus of war and peace has not chinged with the adveit of
nuclear weapons, It is taken for granted that the absolute costs of war have
obviously multiplied, but the calculations of marginal gains or rosses as a
challenger overtakes a dominant nation still provide ihe ,recesrary .on-
ditions for the initiation of war. There is no tr.id to adjust assumptions in
the nuclear era. A preponderant dominant nation-tle United States-
would have no incentive to destroy its potential challenger-the Soviet
Union-during the period 1945-1960when the united states held unilateral
preponderance of nuclear power because the united States enjoyed all the
bene6ts of the international order. This stabiliry, however, *ouid b. altered
and would become increasingly tenuous as nuclear parity is approached and
an,overtaking by the Soviet Union becomes possible. Thus,ln this view, a
balance of terror is very tenuous and unstable (Organski 196g; Organiki
and Kugler 1980; Kugler 1984; Kugler andZagare 1987a,b;Zagare l9gZy.
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TABLE 7.3
Sufficient Conditbns for Peace

I wins (a1, b2)
lVar (a2,62)

Formal extensions of the Power Transition were constructed to show
the conditions under which nuclear conflict could logically be waged.
Recall that satisfaction with the international order reflects the value that
each participant attaches to the status quo. The dominant nation is the
main architect of the international order and is assumed to be satisfied,
while the challenger must be dissatisfied. Beforc we evaluate the power
interaction in a competitive setting, we should underline the importance
of the assumption regarding the status quo. Zagare (1987, 151) shows
that, regardless of their power relationship, two nations satisfied with
the status quo in the international order have no incentive to challenge
each other and, hcnce, no need to deter each other. This is simply
demonstrated by the generalized representation shown in Table 7.3 of a

competitive game used frequently to represent deterrence where the two
players, I and l, can either support (a1 or b) or challcnge (a2 or b2) rhe
existing status quo.

Note that no matter what values are attached to all of the othcr
allernatives, when the status quo is preferred by both actors to the outcome
that could be secured by challenging it, the status quo is never challenged.
Simply stated, when i and j are satisfied and marginally prefer the status quo
to a challenge, war is noc possible. Consequently, such an outcome pair does
not need deterrence to insure cooperation (Zagare 1987; Keohane 1984).
Deterrence is required, howgver, if at least one party prefers the option of
challenging the status quo, and the investigation of different combinations
of such values produces a number of complex and interesting deterrence
alternatives (Kugler and Zagare 7987b; Zagare 1987). Thus, consistent
with the fundamental assumption of power transition, it has now been
shown by others that dissatisfaction with the status quo is an essential
precondition for conflict.

Given the dissatisfaction of at least one party with the international
order, let us now explore what power distributions can lead to conflict.
Kugler and Zagare (1987b) propose the power-overtaking structure in
Figure 7.3 to account for stable deterrence: Under conditions of power
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preponderance (stages 1 and 5), the power-transition and deterrence

theories-unlike the balance-of-power model-suggest that war is unlikely.
The weaker power cannot obtain concessions without significant costs, and

the stronger party has little incentive to alter the status quo. Power

transition adds an additional refinement. Vhen the dominant power is
satisfied and preponderant (stage 1), war is unlikely because i has no
incentive to extract added concessions from potential challengers. !/hen the

challenger becomes preponderant (stage 5), however, it will extract conces-

sions that can no longer be resisted by the previously dominant nation.
Power transition differs fundamentally from both balance of power and

deterrence in stages 2, 3, and 4. Power transition indicates that the

conditions for conflict are present during most of the transition Period and

are heightened by the growth of the challenger. Contrary to Organski's
(1958) original expectations, we find the conditions for stable unilateral
deterrence during the immediate prepariry period (Stage 1). The challenger,

l, is able to resist the demands of the dominant nation, i, thereby signaling
that, at that power level, the sufficient conditions for conflict are met'
Because the dominant nation, i, is commifted to the status quo, however, i
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has little incentive to challenge l. After all, the prevailing international order
is controlled by and designed f<rr rhe benefit of the dominanr power.
Concurrently, f's own incentive to challenge is minimal because I is still
marginally inferior to i and expects to gain no concessions should a

confrontation arise. This deduction is consistent with the empirical report
that challengers did not initiate major war prior to the overtaking, but
instead waited until they were stronger than the dominant narion ro make a
move (Organski and Kugler 1980). Moreover, this logic provides a clear
explanation for the absence of nuclear war since Hiroshima and Nagasaki
were devastated.

The Power-transition model indicates that rhe stability of nuclear
threats erodes in the next two stages (Figure 7.4, stagcs .3 and 4) where this
model anticipares simultaneously the conditions for war and peace. Unlike
classical deterrence and the balance-of-power models, which argue that
parity of power insures peace when the costs of war are very high,
power-transition theory proposes that thcse are the very conditions where
deterrence is most uncertain. When power equality is achieved (stage 3), I is
sufficiently strong to make credible threats and to fight if spurned. Thus,
war may be waged precisely because each side has an equal opportunity to
achieve net gains with a victory and the dissatisfied party anticipates net
losses from continuous compromise. There is also a reverse side to this
argument. Parity also suggests the conditions for stability. Congruent with
the expectations of the balance-of-power model, power equaliry is associ-
ated with peace when the potential challenger, l, is unwilling to takc risks
and anticipates no gains from a conflict involving nuclear wcapons (Kugler
andZagare 1987a,b).

Finally, and germane to this argument, after the challenger, f, has
surpassed the previously dominant power, i (stage 4), the conditions for a

major war are present. Unlike the preparity period (stage 2), which is stable
because the dominant power is satisfied with the prevailing order, the
postparity period is potentially unstable because l, now slightly stronger, is
still dissatisfied with the status quo but can now anticipate the possibility of
marginal gains through conflict. Under such conditions, sooner or later f's
frustration will manifest itself in a challenge. When it does, the declining but
still dominant nation, i, is expected to resist. War can ensue.

What, then, are the implications of the power-transition model for
stabiliry in the nuclear age? This exploration shows that the power-
transition model extends easily to encompass deterrence without altering
the basic assumptions or reformulating the theory as nuclear weapons
proliferate. Given I-akatos' concept of generality, power transition's ccln-
cept of international politics seems to have a definite edge .

The practical implications of this model are, however, sobering. The
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power-transition perspective suggests that when nuclear pariry is reached
and a challenger threatens to overtake the dominant nation, perceptions of a
*missile gap' or a future *window of vulnerability" can destabilize
deterrence. As power transition suggests, this is true only if elites of
competing nuclear powers concentrate on the net gains and losses each may
achieve from a challenge and are not stopped from action, as Brodie
suggested, because of their concern with the absolute costs of a nuclear war.
\(iith the perspective of power transition, for example, one can see why
Kennedy thought that the deployment of nuclear weapons in Cuba was a

radical step that could not be accepted and, to prevent this marginal change,
accepted a high risk of a massive nuclear war. It should be noted that much
of the new strategic literature now suggests the possibility that parity does

not, after all, insure stability, For example, Huntington, whose work was
instrumental in the development of classical deterrence, now argues that it is
unwise to rely on nuclear equaliry alone when facing an opponent who is

willing to risk more to attain its own ends (Huntington 1982). Indeed, with
the deployment of tactical nuclear weapons the possibility of waging and
"winning' a nuclear war has reemerged (Gray 1979),Indeed, despite pleas

by proponents of continued balance under the mutual assured destruction
policy (fervis 1979; McNamara 1984), it is no longer universally accepted
that, with parity, nuclear war is so 'unthinkable" that it could not be used

to advance policy goals. Note that this is precisely what power transition
suggested would happen when parity was reached.

Quite understandably, these two perspectives of international politics
produce very different poliry propositions in the nuclear field. The most
obvious divergence is in the impact of nuclear proliferation. Both deterrence
and balance of power permit the inference that the proliferation of nuclear
weapons will enhance the stability of the international order. Indeed, Waltz
(1981), Intriligator and Brito (1981), Bueno de Mesquita and Riker (1982),
and, much earlier, Kaplan (1958) independently developed, from the
balance-of-power structure, the idea that nuclear proliferation can increase
international stability even in volatile disputes. Each analyst proposes
slightly different schemes for the dispersement of nuclear weapons, but,
from the simple premise that increasing the absolute cost of war will reduce
its likelihood under balanced conditions, all deduce that the proliferation of
nuclear weapons should enhance stabiliry and secure peace.

The power-transition framework produces a diametrically opposite
conclusion. The high costs aftached to nuclear conflicts do not reduce the
danger because it is the marginal calculations of gains and losses that lead to
challenges. Nuclear parity does not produce assured stability. Rather, the
nuclear parity created by proliferation enhances the potential for instabiliry.
Indeed, proliferation augments the number of nations that can achieve
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regional or world nuclear parity and, because of this, expands the number
of actors that have the opportuniry to consider the risl of nucrear war
increases the chances for ln ouert"king among competitors that -ay bJ
willing to take the risk of war, and, therefore, undermines world and
regional stability. Note that most balance-of-terror advocates are incon-
sistent ron this point because they concurrently advocate stable nuclear
deterrence under equality and vehemently oppose nuclear proliferation
$ervis 1979; Hardin et al. 1985).

The development and reformation of power transirion show how the
theory has produced important exrensions in the nuclear age that are
empirically and formally consistent with the record of international stabiliry
while remaining consistent with the original proposition. Related cxtensions
in the 6eld of comparative politics also support the vitaliry of this
PersPective.

Power and Political Capacity

The conccrn of powcr transition with national developnrcnt lcd to a concept
of national power rhar was radically different from the prevailing view.
National power was only partially captured in military strengrh (Claude
1962), in the mobilization of untapped resources for war purposes (Knorr
1955), or in the many-faceted notion of the will ro fight (Aron 19d7). The
power-transition model suggested that national power was rooted in the
developrnent of socioeconomic and political resourccs. At the core of the
developmental process are three interconnectcd sets of changes: the increase
of economic productivity resulting from industrialization, the increase in the
demographic pool in the economically active ages due ro the demographic
transition, and the increase of the capaciry of elites to mobilize resources
produced by the population. F'or students of international politics, this
specification of the connection between developnrent and power made
relevant the data and methodologies of many disciplincs.

Initially, power transition suggested a very sirnplc indicator by which
national power could be measured and specified an inreracrive rnodel to do
so (Organski 1958). Measures of political capacity wcre nor available, and,
u'hile Organski noted this deficiency, he suggested that changes in the
economic and demographic structures were sufficient to mcasure, at least
very roughly, the concept of national power. Thus, powcr was simply

Power : Economic Productivity per Capita x Populirtion

The gross narional product (GNP) was the measurc chosen because it
cornbined the dcmographic and economic aspecrs of a nation's productivity.
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In empirical tests this parsimonious and robust measure performed as well
as the more complex index of power developed by Singer et al. (1972),
which included demographic, industrial, and military components. Indeed,
the same periods of transitions among developed nations were identified
with both approaches (Thompson 1983a; Organski and Kugler 1980).
Here, the power-transition concept led to a second maior innovation. If
power was the result of the levels of development in the demographic,
economic, and political spheres, it was critical to specify a model of such a

relation and measure the capacity of political systems. A concept and a

measure of political capacity, however, were not easy to come by. For the
purpose of international politics, the fundamental political question can b€

phrased as follows: Is the political system rnore productive, more effective,
and more efficient than another in its abiliry to extract resources for its own
ends? The problem, then, is how to measure the capacity of elites to
mobilize the human and material resources under their jurisdiction.

Relative political capacity (RPC) is a first attempt to approximate the
level of political performance through the use of revenue data. As Ardant
stated, "The fiscal system is the 'Transformer' of the economic infra-
structure to the political structure' (Organski and Kugler 1980,74). To
approach political capacity, then, one must estimate the abiliry of a political
system to mobilize the resources within the poliry. The procedure used for
such an estimation has been fully described elsewhere, and numerous
analysts have added specificiry to this general concept allowing RPC to deal
with world, regional, and even domestic political capacity (Organski and
Kugler 1980; Kugler and Domke 1987; Kugler 1987; Snider 1988; Rouyer
1987). Simply stated, RPC is a ratio that measures the difference between
the revenues a government is expected to extract (given its economic
performance and resource endowment) and the revenues a government is

capable of extracting to pursue its own ends. Power could now be
reformulated as

Power : (Economic Production per Capita x Population)
x Relative Political Capacity

Political capacity is used to shrink or expand the original base of power.
The validiry of this new measure of national power would, of course, be

tested. Tests were set to determine if one could "postdict" the outcome of
wars among developed and developing nations-including Korea, Vietnam,
and the Middle East wars-and if one could concurrently improve on the
account of the outcomes of wars among developed nations in conflicts such
as World Wars I and IL The new measure proved successful in both
environments (Organski and Kugler 1980; Kugler and Domke 1987). The
imponance of such tests is that, at long last, a parsimonious measure of
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power that accoullts for the outcome of wars with a high degree of accuracy
has been developed and validated.

Political Capacity : A Demographic Test

The search for a measure of political capacity had direct payoffs in political
demography. f'he use of demographic variables to expiore changes in
political behavior has long been a staple of political analysis, but the
measurement <lf the effects going the other way had proven elusive. One
could not tell, for instance, what e{fects the growth of the political system
had on the fertility and mortality of populations. Many analysts, of course,
suspected that as the capacity of a government grew and state authority was
strengthened, internal conflict, which decimatcd the population, devastated
the economy, and caused further death through lack of health care and
disease, decreased causing a drop in mortality. And again, with state growth
and with governmental rules on marriage, education of women, divorce,
ownership of property, education, employment, and access of contraception
or abortion, infertility also declined.

To test the effects of state growth on fertility and nrorality, the measure
of political capacity was transformed into a measure of political costs. The
theory connecting the measure of political costs and the process of growth
of the political system has been outlined elsewhere (Organski et al. 1984),
and brief synopsis must suffice. The growth of a government's ability to
extract political resources is the result of the elitcs' atternpt to gain as much
of the resources as they can from their society. The major reason more
resources are not extracted from the population is that the ruling elite
cannot pay the political costs that the extraction of additional resources
would require.

The results of analyzing the effects of political capacity on fertility and
mortality had vast implications for our understanding of the process of
national development. It has been suspected for somc tirnc that the growth
of nations was the result of changes in the social, political, economic,
demographic, and belief structures making up a national society. A key to
this pattern of growth is to be found in the fact that fundanrental changes in
behavior in one sector brought about changes in other sectors. In the
demographic sphere, for example, Thompson (1,929) and Notestein (1945)
proposed that fundamental changes in cconornic development caused
changes in fertility and mortality. In the absence of economic development,
it was not thought possible that fertility could be brought down sufficiently
to permit the savings that developing countries required in order to develop.
Analyses using political capacity suggest that this view was fundamentally
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in error. Politically capable countries reduced both fertility and monaliry
(Organski et at. 1984). As the case of China vividly demonstrated, an

economically underdeveloped country (with, however' a highly effective

political sysiem) could lower the fertiliry of its population to levels of
iountries in Europe like Spain. This lowered fertiliry was part of th-e

unintended consequences of that nation's political growth and started well

before any population control Programs were instituted (Organski er a/'

1984). More ....rrt .es."t.h shows that political capacity indicates when a

government-instituted program of birth control will have far reaching

effects. The major birth control attemPt by lndira Gandhi fizzled out in
India, but Rouyer (1987) shows that relative success was directly related to

the level of poiitical capacity achieved by the local governments in each of
the Indian states that attempted such programs.

The realization that political change by itself could bring down fertility,
which permits the necesiary savings {or economic development (although,

of couise, such savings need necessarily be channeled into productive

investment), suggests a very different Prognosis for the economic develop-

ment of the many remaining underdeveloped countries. lf such countries

can develop their political capacity' as China or Vietnam have, they can

enhance economic g.owth. Hence, the distribution of Power driven by such

political changes in domestic structures is very likely to change the world of
tomorrow in massive ways.

The introduction of political capaciry may also affect comparative
politics in areas that had riceived a good deal of attenrion in the 1950s and

1970s ,rnder the rubric of political development. That effort produced some

memorable work but has since died out. We suggest that one of the reasons

for this failure is the inability to estimate the capabiliry and productivity of
the political system. The measure of capacity is a tool that allows direct

crosi-national comparisons and suggests that the field of political develop-

ment should again be at the center of political research.

CONCLUSIONS

We return to Lakatos' criteria to assess the value of power transition. As

expected from any novel idea, power transition suggests a number of new

asiumptions and derives nonstandard hypotheses about the reasons for
peace and conflict in the international order. Power transition asserted that
an equal distribution of power among key contenders is the necessary

condition that bring about maior international conflict and that when
power is asymmetrically distributed, peace is assured. This proposition was
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radically different from prior €xpectarions of the realist tradition and has,
thus far, been supported by the existing evidence.

Turning then to Lakatos' criteria of generality, the extensions of power
transition provide a description of the nuclear world that is consistent with
the empirical record and do not require additional assumptions or revisions
to develop the general argument of deterrence, Balance of power and its
various extensions into deterrence accomplish such ends only by akering
assumptions to correspond with changes in the distribution of nuclear
resources. Moreover, the debate regarding the stability of deterrence, the
value of nuclear proliferation, and the usefulness of defensive systems,
which now divide many analysts in the realist tradition of equilibrium, can
be understood and directly related to the behavior of practitioners using the
perspective of powcr transition.

Power transition has also influenced the study of world politics by
directing attention to domestic developmental processes rather rhan to
international interactions to understand peace and war. The new perspec-
tive has clearly influenced writers in the hegemonic tradition who also place
development at center stage. Moreover, by refocusing the concept of
power away from military force, power transition had a lasting impact on
the way power is now measured. Perhaps the greatest cross-disciplinary
impact of power transition can be traced to the developnrent of measures of
political capacity. Such measures, designed originally to approximate power
more effectively, have now acquired a life of their own in the systematic
analysis of national behavior. Their promise is that we will understand more
fully the process of national development and-for the first time-will be
able to compare directly the political capacity of governments regardless of
governmental forms.

The survival of power transition as a major idea in the ficld should be
secured by such a record. Reformulations of key concepts under new names
and the inclusion of key aspects of the theory under different rubrics may
well result in the absorptibn of this central idea into other constructs. This,
of course, is also a measure of success. Regardless of labels that may
eventually be used, however, upon completing this evaluation it seems to us

that, on the key aspects of Lakatos' criteria (novelty, generaliry, and
empirical support), power transition fares very well because it has focused
and added to our knowledge. Perhaps no higher reward can be asked from
any idea.

CHAPTER 8

Arms Races, the Conflict Spiral,
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INTRODUCTION

rlvhile the [arms race] models are more formal now than in the pre-Richardson

days, they all seem to be variants of his basic approach .' ., even . . . more recent

efiorts, while clearly informed by the scientific outlook, leave us very far from

the sort of knowledge we seek. [Singer 1970' 137]

Although these words were written over 15 years ago' they still have a,

ring of truth today. Scholars continue to devote most of their attention to
modeling arms races, with special emphasis on the effects of factors such as

reactivity and technology. One need only look at the recent reviews of arms

race models (Moll and Luebbert 1980; Isard and Anderton 1985; Anderton
1985) to appreciate both the volume and sophistication of this work. Yet

even though many of these models enlighten us on the dynamics of arms

races, they tell us little or nothing about their relationship to and effect upon

the broader political context in which these competitions take place. When

will arms races lead to militarized confrontations? When will they lead to
war? Under what conditions can they be terminated in a peaceful manner?

Can arms races actually reduce the chances of war? These are only a few of
the questions to which Singer alluded.

Most of these questions are relatively unexplored, but in recent years

there has been greatir attention devoted to studies of the outcomes of arms

races. To a considerable extent, these studies are based uPon a desire to
assess the relative accuracy of two significant, diverging points of view on


